CertExams.com Releases Juniper JWEB Simulator
CertExams.com, a leading simulation software provider, released Juniper JWEB
simulator that provides GUI based network configuration without the need to use CLI
commands.
November 7, 2015 (FPRC) -- CertExams.com updated it's Juniper Network Simulator with Designer
for JNCIA. The GUI, named JWEB, enable a network admin to use the graphical tool to configure
network components such as routers and
switches without the need to know the CLI commands.
Further, a detailed lab manual is provided, which includes step by step procedure for configuring
each lab exercise.
Important features of the netsim software are:
1. The software is completely stand alone, and there is no need for any other software.
2. Hundreds of lab exercises to get familiarized with concepts of routing, NAT, Access lists, subnet
masking, etc.
3. Configure and troubleshoot VLANs, VTP, and other switch related tasks
4. There is no hardware required, it s completely software based too.
Additionally, lab exercises are provided to guide the candidates through a structured learning
process, thus building confidence. The netsim offered by certexams will also enable users to build
their own labs using drag n drop functionality.
You may download the software at:
routersimulator.certexams.com/juniper-sim/index.htm
CertExams.com Juniper NetSim is the first such network simulator that enables a user to configure
and test a Juniper router/switch network in a virtual environment without the need for expensive
networking devices. The recent update enables a user to do the configuration using JWEB simulator
that mimics Juniper JWEB, a graphical User Interface for configuring and troubleshooting Juniper
JUNOS devices. The simulator is limited in commands support and developed for learning purpose
only.
Disclaimer: CertExams.com is a group website of Anand Software and Training and not affiliated or
associated with Juniper Systems or any other company. All trademarks are duly acknowledged.
Contact Information
For more information contact Vijay of Anand Software and Training
(http://routersimulator.certexams.com/)
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You can read this press release online here
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